REPORT PREPARED FOR: Warren Wright
REPORT DATE: July 27, 2017

This personalized report has been prepared for you based on your responses to the “What’s My Coaching
Style?”assessment. Inside this report you will discover your preference for using one of four styles: Direct, Spirited,
Considerate and Systematic. You will also gain insight into the unique characteristics of each Coaching style, and learn
ways to adapt or “flex” your style to be a highly effective coach.
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What Is Coaching?
The role of coaching has evolved to become a critical tool in enhancing performance and increasing retention of the
best employees. For these reasons, numerous Fortune 500 companies are sending their managers to training to become
coaches. As the coaching process aims at maximizing management, leadership potential, and behavioral change,
companies are using coaching as a way to individualize training.
Through the use of his or her experience, expertise, and encouragement, a coach can help his or her coachee achieve
specific goals. The coach’s aim is to build trust and rapport as he or she acts as a personal advisor and collaborative
partner. To develop the skills that are needed to improve the professional career of the coachee, the coach uses goal
setting, action planning, questioning skills, listening, and behavioral change techniques.

What Is Style?
Style can be defined as the way a person behaves when he or she is able to do things his or her own way. When you
know a person well, it is often easy to predict how he or she will act in a given situation. For example, think about
someone who has coached you - perhaps an image or images of significant people in your life come to mind. Those
images may be of an athletic coach, personal coach, peer, sibling, spouse, friend, or even a parent. No matter who
comes to mind, they are obviously individuals who left lasting impressions. When you think of these significant people,
you can probably distinguish between the different ways in which each individual interacted with you. In other words,
you are able to recognize his or her individual coaching style.

Coaching + Style = Coaching Style
Put coaching and style together and you get a definition of coaching style: a person’s unique way of working with
another individual to help him or her improve performance and reach his or her potential.

Why Is It Important That I Know My Coaching Style?
Awareness of your coaching style is the first step to developing a more productive relationship with your coachee. To
this end, it is believed that good rapport is key to developing an effective coaching relationship. Therefore, once you
gain a better understanding of your style and the differences in style between you and your coachee, you will be able
to create greater rapport.
For example, if your coaching style tends to be more assertive and your coachee’s style tends to be more reserved, this
may cause misunderstanding and discomfort in your coaching relationship. In other words, it may affect your
coach-coachee rapport.
It is believed that if a coach is aware of these stylistic differences, he or she may be able to alter his or her approach to
best benefit a coachee.
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Understanding Coaching Style
Coaching Style can best be understood by measuring the extent to which a person’s preferred behavior demonstrates
assertiveness and expressiveness. We call these broad categories of behavior dimensions. The combination of high/low
on the assertiveness dimension and high/low on the expressiveness dimension results in four possible Personal styles:
Direct, Spirited, Systematic, and Considerate (Table 1).
Style

Assertiveness

Expressiveness

Direct

High

Low

Spirited

High

High

Considerate

Low

High

Systematic

Low

Low

Table 1: Personal Style-Assertiveness and Expressiveness Dimensions

Assertiveness
The assertiveness dimension measures the degree to which a person’s behavior is forceful or directive. Highly assertive
people like to take control of situations while people with low assertiveness may be more comfortable in less visible
roles.

Expressiveness
The expressiveness dimension measures the degree to which a person’s behavior is emotionally responsive or
demonstrative. Highly expressive people like to show their emotions and form interpersonal relationships while less
expressive people tend to keep to themselves.

The HRDQ Style Model
The Assertiveness and Expressiveness
dimensions are represented by
perpendicular lines on the HRDQ Style
Model, Figure 1. This results in four
quadrants representing the four distinct
Personal styles: Direct, Spirited,
Considerate and Systematic.

Figure 1: The HRDQ Style Model
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Your Coaching Style Profile

DIRECT

32

32

24

SPIRITED

24

CONSIDERATE

26

8

26
SYSTEMATIC

8

Figure 2: Your Coaching Style Profile

Individuals can demonstrate a variety of coaching styles. Some people may even combine coaching styles that appear
contradictory. Conceivably, one person might be a results-driven people person, combining the Direct and Considerate
styles, while another person might be a charismatic fact-finder, combining the Spirited and Systematic styles. Yet most
people have a dominant coaching style, one style that they feel most comfortable using.
Based on your responses to this assessment you have the highest preference for the DIRECT style. This is the coaching
style you are most comfortable using, and so we call this your DOMINANT style.
Your preference for the DIRECT coaching style shows that you are results-driven, and tend to take charge and
demonstrate how things should be done. Feedback to your coachee is usually candid and frank.
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Is There a Best Coaching Style?
No single coaching style is considered better or more effective than any other coaching style. Instead, it is theorized
that to have an effective coaching relationship the coach must recognize his or her own style and adjust his or her
approach to coaching in order to meet the stylistic needs of his or her coachee.
It is important to recognize that coachees also have their own individual styles. As a coach, once you become aware of
your own style and you begin to build a relationship with your coachee, you will be able to recognize his or her
individual style.

Characteristics of the Four Coaching Styles
STYLE

CHARACTERISTICS
·
·
·
·
·

Emphasizes the deadline.
Starts immediately.
Provides candid feedback.
Tells coachee how things should be done.
Offers solutions to problems.

·
·
·
·
·

Uses creativity.
Works on issues as they present themselves.
Offers inspiration.
Generates excitement.
Strives for the best.

CONSIDERATE

·
·
·
·
·
·

Creates a comfortable environment.
Uses empathy.
Encourages positive solutions.
Encourages learning.
Listens for understanding.
Shows patience.

SYSTEMATIC

·
·
·
·
·
·

Plans carefully.
Analyzes the projects.
Looks closely at the details.
Requests all the facts.
Wants things to run smoothly.
Models logical thinking.

DIRECT

SPIRITED

Chart 2: Coaching Style Characteristics
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Your Coaching Style Strengths
Now that you know your preferred style, let’s look at the unique strengths associated with it as shown in Chart 3.

STYLE

The Direct Style
DIRECT coaches take charge.

The Spirited Style
SPIRITED coaches inspire.

The Considerate Style
CONSIDERATE coaches facilitate.

The Systematic Style
SYSTEMATIC coaches plan carefully.

STRENGTHS

·
·
·

Takes charge
Uses direct verbal communication
Focuses on the end results

·
·
·

Thinks creatively
Enjoys spontaneity
Looks at the big picture

·
·
·

Encourages self-learning
Looks for win-win solutions
Listens actively

·
·
·

Values accuracy
Takes the time to understand the process
Uses facts to make decisions

Chart 3: Coaching Style Strengths
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Your Coaching Style Trouble Spots
Can you have too much of a good thing? Each style has definite strengths. Yet, placed in the wrong situation or
context, leaders may find the strengths associated with their Dominant style counterproductive. Indeed, some strengths,
when taken to their extreme, can become trouble spots, Chart 4.
STYLE

TROUBLE SPOTS
·

The Direct Style
DIRECT coaches like to take charge,
however when taken to the extreme...

The Spirited Style
SPIRITED coaches like spontaneity,
however when taken to the extreme...

The Considerate Style
CONSIDERATE coaches like to develop
rapport, however when taken to the
extreme...

·
·
·

·
·
·

May find it difficult to plan an agenda
Tends to look at the big picture, not
providing enough help with specific
details
Likes to brainstorm new and creative
approaches which can be very time
consuming

·

May spend more time developing their
relationship with the coachee than working on
skill improvement
· Can become overly empathetic, causing them
to ask for and expect less from their coachees
· May be too facilitative in their style, not
giving

·

The Systematic Style
SYSTEMATIC coaches like traditional,
well-established ways of doing things,
however when taken to the extreme...

Doesn’t allow coachee to discover things for
him or herself
May take on more work than is necessary
Speaks frankly, possibly hurting the coachee’s
pride
Focuses too much on the end result,
neglecting to develop rapport with coachee

·
·
·

May be reluctant to try new techniques,
thereby not encouraging coachees to use their
own creativity
May be seen as perfectionists
Pay so much attention to the small details
that he or she may miss the big picture
May miss “coachable” moments because they
need time to consider their next move

Chart 4: Coaching Style Trouble Spots
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Flexing Your Coaching Style
Making use of styles other than your Dominant style is called “flexing” and is central to being a successful coach.
Effective people understand where their natural Coaching style is likely to be effective, and where it might work against
them, Figure 3. You can learn to flex your style by consciously stepping outside of your comfort zone.

DIRECT
Most Effective working with
coachees who like a lot of
direction.
Least Effective working with
coachees who are looking for a
facilitative approach to learning
new skills.

SYSTEMATIC
Most Effective working with
coachees who like the “tried and
true” methods for solving
problems.
Least Effective working with
coachees who like to question the
way things are usually done.

SPIRITED
Most Effective working with
coachees who enjoy creativity and
spontaneity.
Least Effective working with
coachees who like to follow a
carefully developed plan of action.

CONSIDERATE
Most Effective working with
coachees who want to create a
close working relationship.
Least Effective working with
coachees who put most of their
energies into achieving the end
result.

Figure 3: Flexing Your Coaching Style
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Applying What You've Learned
Now that you have identified your own Coaching Style, how can you put it to work? Use the following questions to guide
your thinking:
1. Based on the information you obtained from this assessment, what do you view as your personal strengths as a
coach?

2. Is there a style of coaching that you feel you overuse? Why do you think this?

3. With which coachee style would you be most comfortable working? Why?

4. With which style of coachee would you be least comfortable? How would you have to change or adjust your
style/approach in coaching this individual?

5. Think of a specific coaching situation. What strengths can you use to your advantage? How do you plan to adjust
your coaching style to meet the requirements of the situation/coachee?
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